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ASSESSING PROGRESS THREE YEARS LATER
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS TASK FORCE REPORT

Members 
• Dr. Debra M. Sellers, Associate Dean, College of Human Sciences, and Director,  

Human Sciences Extension and Outreach

• Mary Giese, Marshall County Extension Council Member 

• Andrea Nelson, Assistant Vice President for County Services 

• Ben Pullen, Iowa 4-H Senior Field Manager

• Ann Torbert, Region 15 Director

• Terry Torneten, Region 13 Director

History
In April 2018, Iowa State University Vice President for Extension and Outreach John Lawrence appointed 
and charged a task force with determining how communication might be improved within the organization to 
enhance the delivery of the mission. The task force members received four objectives:

1. Gather information from across the system on barriers and ways to improve internal communication.

2. Ensure all voices are heard.

3. Assess, evaluate, and determine the most important issues for the system to address in the short- and  
long-term.

4. Provide a final report with recommendations to the vice president and leadership team.

The overriding goal was to move the organization forward and increase the effectiveness of ISU Extension and 
Outreach. The task force presented an extensive, 215-page report to Vice President Lawrence and the system 
at the 2019 ISU Extension and Outreach Annual Conference, held in February 2019. 

Current charge
Remaining members of the original task force gathered again in April 2021 at the request of Vice President 
Lawrence to assess progress made on the recommendations contained in the initial report. His charge to the 
committee included reflecting upon the following questions:

• What is the overall assessment of the system’s internal communications processes? 

• What we have learned from this past year relative to Structured for Success implementation and the pandemic? 

• Are there remaining gaps?

Vice President Lawrence requested that the members of the task force use their extensive knowledge of the 
initial internal communications process and results, and current positions within the system, to evaluate the 
status of the original recommendations. This “moment-in-time” assessment relies on the judgment of the task 
force members, and does not include additional surveys, focus groups, or other methods of gathering data 
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from the system. The task force was charged with providing a summary of the progress, as judged by the task 
force members, to the vice president. Once again, the task force thanks Vice President Lawrence for his trust 
in the task force’s abilities to serve the system.

In the original executive summary report from the Internal Communications Task Force, six themes 
with related recommendations were identified. This follow-up report describes how the themes and 
recommendations have been addressed. Each theme is restated, with two sections: Assessment and Outcome. 
In the Assessment section, the status of each specific recommendation, as determined by the task force, is 
assessed. Specific examples are included where appropriate. In the Outcome section, the task force provides 
an overall judgment of the system’s progress on the theme, keeping in mind both the intent of the theme and 
the context of the organization as it existed in 2018.

Theme 1
Re-evaluate roles between field specialists, regional directors, county staff, and councils to 
educate and clarify individual responsibilities for accountability and buy-in. 

ASSESSMENT 
Define clear lines of accountability. 

• The 2020-2023 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) more clearly stated the responsibilities of Extension 
positions as they relate to one another. This clarified lines of authority, reduced role confusion, and provided 
a solid foundation for engaging in conversations and building a common understanding. 

• The implementation of Structured for Success provided three organizational models as options for extension 
councils. 

• County Services redefined roles due to the implementation of Structured for Success. A County Paid Staffing 
Structure document is widely available. 

• The Two-Way Scorecard Communication Tool was developed to spur communication and address potential 
issues through the MOU. It has been completed four times by council and staff since July 2020. An optional 
debriefing guide was created and shared to assist with meaningful conversations related to the county report 
and addressing issues and next steps.

Create standardized templates for position descriptions.

• The regional director position was standardized with consistent orientation, training, and expectations. 

• Iowa State University has standardized position descriptions for specialists and others through the 
classification and compensation system. 

• A set of county job descriptions that align with the staffing structure was created and shared. 

OUTCOME
Many items meeting the intent of the recommendations under this theme have been successfully completed, 
and a cultural shift is underway. Additional opportunities exist. Resources are available to increase use of 
standardized position descriptions, but it is not known if they are implemented consistently across the state. 
Periodic “reminders” to the system may help the organization use standard job descriptions. 

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/Documents/OrgAdvwebsite/ADV.19.23.ICTFExecutiveSummary.pdf
https://www.iaextensioncouncils.org/files/page/files/2020-04-13.isu_extension_and_outreach_mou_final_2.pdf
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/countyservices/files/page/files/c.s.4.17.2020.countypaidstaffingstructure.pdf
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/countyservices/files/page/files/c.s.4.17.2020.countypaidstaffingstructure.pdf
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/countyservices/two-way-scorecard-communication-tool
https://www.hr.iastate.edu/ccreview
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Theme 2
Implement methods for a two-way, field-to-campus, feedback loop for improved relationships 
and effectiveness.

ASSESSMENT
Create an internal virtual suggestion box. 

• A virtual suggestion box became available in August 2019. Currently, 500 comments have been received. The 
vice president reviews comments, shares unit-specific comments with the appropriate person, and responds 
via the Monday Message when comments relate to issues affecting the organization.

Implement listening sessions or virtual “office hours” with the leadership team.

• The implementation of listening sessions or virtual office hours with the leadership team has taken many 
forms, all of which did not exist previously. Some examples include: 

 » Regional visits by Vice President Lawrence in summer and fall, 2018

 » Initiation of Area Meetings in August 2019

 » Five virtual listening sessions hosted by Vice President Lawrence in November 2019

 » Town Halls addressing Structured for Success (2019) and COVID-19 (2020)

 » Implementation of Second Monday Live in January 2020

 » HR Learning Hours, which were expanded in September 2020

 » County visits by Vice President Lawrence in Summer 2021

Create a public website to gather information about needs across the state.

• A public website to gather information about needs across the state was not created. In August 2019, the 
Office of the Vice President website was made available, including links to special initiatives, area meeting 
information, the vice president’s weekly messages, the strategic plan, and other information about the 
organization. The Virtual Suggestion Box was added to this page as well. 

• Vice President Lawrence created an External Advisory Council to address the spirit of this recommendation.

Ensure county staff have a seat on all planning committees. 

• County staff are regularly included in planning committees. The examples here are numerous, and include a 
voice on search committees, and representation on vice president initiatives such as Open for Iowa, Virtual 
Education Implementation Team, Structured for Success, Two-Way Scorecard Communication Tool, and 
COVID-19 Recovery. County representation can also be found on the County Services peer group meetings 
and Annual Conference, Area Meeting, and Office Professionals committees. Education-related specific 
examples include:

 » 4-H Youth Development (strategic planning sessions) 

 » Agriculture and Natural Resources (Hortline review, and Master Gardener and Master Conservationist 
committees)  

 » Community and Economic Development (Leading Communities’ Facilitation and Rural Housing Readiness 
Assessment) 

 » Human Sciences Extension and Outreach (Wellbeing, First Thursday, and College and Career Readiness 
committees) 

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/Documents/OrgAdvwebsite/ADV.19.09.VPListeningSessionsSummary.pdf
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Expand the ISU Extension and Outreach leadership team. 

• The leadership team was expanded in fall 2019 to include the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion advisor and 
University Human Resources partner. The first Tuesday of each month is dedicated to civil rights topics and 
the director of the Iowa Extension Council Association, the Equal Opportunity specialist, and evaluation 
manager join these discussions. Individuals are invited to join the leadership team meetings as indicated by 
proposed agendas. Agendas for leadership team meetings were posted within MyExtension; however, there 
were few views of these documents, so this practice was discontinued.

OUTCOME
Much thought and effort operationalized this theme and supporting recommendations and the task force 
assesses this theme as complete. However, the task force recommends continuing the efforts and looking for 
ways to improve and strengthen feedback loops for improved relationships and effectiveness.

Theme 3
Implement centralized, unified messages to achieve the same understanding of key 
information across the system. 

ASSESSMENT 
Share the ISU Extension and Outreach vision regularly and often.

• As part of internal and external presentations, ISU Extension and Outreach leadership, including Vice 
President Lawrence, are intentional in sharing the mission and vision. 

• New staff are provided “how we talk about ISU Extension and Outreach” cards as part of their welcome gift. 

Develop a place and process to coordinate messaging across the system.

• Develop a centralized (internal) website or other “front page” for leadership communications.

 » A new homepage in MyExtension launched in March 2020 with “what you need to know,” a one stop 
location for announcements, updates, news, and newsletters. 

• Develop a centralized process for the content of messaging across the system.

 » The Office of the Vice President for Extension and Outreach email alias is used to send the weekly Monday 
Message and other pertinent or urgent messages as a consistent communication mechanism across the 
system. 

 » In January 2020, County Services implemented the County Services Connection, a monthly newsletter 
directed toward county staff, councils, and regional directors to aid in the delivery of consistent messaging. 

 » When major change impacts our organization, the leadership team works together to develop and 
disseminate clear, unified messages regarding how the change will be implemented. 

• Develop a method for crisis communications.

 » In March 2020, a new crisis communications plan was developed that included social media. This plan was 
updated in July 2020 with revisions to the incident report template and is available on MyExtension. 

• Develop a method for systematically communicating university visits across the state. Develop a method for 
systematically communicating regional or county staff visits across the state.

 » In July 2019, a county visit email protocol was established to address both recommendations. Visitors 
(campus, regional, county) are to send an email to the county/office ahead of time explaining the where, 
when, and purpose of a visit. Staff will respond via email acknowledging that they have received the 
message. Implementation of this system has not been tested due to the pandemic and may require 
reminders now that county visits have resumed. 
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OUTCOME
2020 presented our system with many challenges; along with those challenges came many opportunities for 
communications to go awry. The implementation of the centralized, unified message mechanism along with 
the corresponding tools and practices helped our system serve the people of Iowa through the pandemic. The 
task force commends ISU Extension and Outreach leadership for the efforts within this theme. However, it is 
important to consistently remind the system that these tools are in place.  

Theme 4
Provide standardized, immediate, meaningful staff and council onboarding for consistent, 
base-level knowledge of the organization. 

ASSESSMENT
Prioritize onboarding of extension council members.

• The Council Member Guide to Success and County Services website provide resources to help council 
members increase their knowledge and effectiveness. Topics include finances, roles and responsibilities, 
risk management, county insurance, and more. The Guide to Success booklet and Iowa Open Meeting Laws 
booklet are provided to each of the 900 council members. The Council Member Reference Manual provides 
specific resources for members to review. 

• After elections, new members are invited to join an orientation hosted by County Services and the Iowa 
Extension Council Association. In December 2020, 170 new council members participated in the virtual 
learning opportunity. 

Develop, and demand, actions that include face-to-face interactions.

• In 2018, Vice President John Lawrence conducted regional listening tours to engage with staff and council 
members. Subsequently, during the Structured for Success process, Vice President Lawrence conducted visits. 

• Area meetings provide another time for council members and staff to gather face to face to partner in 
learning opportunities and discussion on relevant topics. 

• During summer 2021, Vice President Lawrence traveled to each county office to visit with staff and council 
members. These trips allowed for an exploration of the issues facing each individual county and provided an 
opportunity to connect. 

Hire a professional trainer to conduct core onboarding across the state with supervisors.

• Strategies were implemented to address the spirit of this recommendation, although a professional trainer 
was not hired. These include, but are not limited to:

 » 4-H Youth Development 

• An update of the county youth coordinator and youth program specialist onboarding materials was completed.

• A new monthly staff webinar and calendar chat was created.

 » Professional Development 

• A catalog for managers and supervisors was developed and is online. 

 » County Services 

• A calendar of trainings and HR Learning Hour provide resources for both staff and council members on 
specific topics relevant to upcoming events. 

• Each year the Iowa Extension Council Association hosts a conference that provides networking and 
learning opportunities for council members to engage and learn. 

• Civil Rights training materials were prepared to ensure compliance with USDA NIFA. 

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/countyservices/extension-council-reference-manual-appendices
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/professionaldevelopment/files/page/files/adv.20.19b.supervisor_catalog_accessible_03.2021.pdf
https://iastate.app.box.com/s/nt6arp2rtlzeuuf0l09xm994we12beky
https://iastate.box.com/s/hm7x7egpk9szycatgoxygyeqloxyw6yb
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Provide U-Bill user-friendly training 

• A training was not developed. The Extension Finance and County Services accountants assist when 
contacted by individuals. 

OUTCOME
As a result of Structured for Success, careful planning and consideration was put into place for councils. The 
2020 MOU allowed for extension councils to select a model of supervisory delegation and support for staff. 
In addition to this change, the onboarding materials were updated to reflect organizational changes. However, 
more can be accomplished related to the onboarding and professional development of council members. 

Relative to U-bill training, additional support and tools are needed to further assist bookkeepers. Trainings and 
reference manuals for reading the account codes and processing the bills should be considered.

Theme 5
Provide financial resources and training to eliminate barriers and increase effectiveness of 
interpersonal communication. 

ASSESSMENT
Enhance diversity of employees and clarify career planning and pathway.

• In May 2019, Vice President Lawrence established the Tuition Assistance Program to help employees move 
forward with their extension careers. All employees, whether paid by Iowa State or a county, have access to 
the Tuition Assistance Program. 

• Committees have been convened to plan for increasing the diversity of our employees and enhancing 
recruitment efforts. 

• Civil Rights trainings were updated and shared with regional directors for presentations to local extension councils, 
county staff, and specialists. Administration encouraged specialists to participate in county-based training. 

• New regional directors receive updated onboarding and mentoring support. 

Provide professional development related to email etiquette.

• Advancement created a template for out-of-office messages and email signatures. Blog posts by the 
Professional Development unit were written about this topic.

Provide a risk management hotline.

• The organization approached risk by providing opportunities to build local relationships with various 
insurance agents through webinars and real time discussions. Questions are answered during monthly 
webinars for those with administrative roles. 

• Structured for Success also clearly stated the responsibilities of the regional director related to this issue 
and to addressing risk-related questions. Those serving the organization in administrative roles continue to 
receive updated training.

OUTCOME
In general, some progress was made relative to the theme’s recommendations. The task force supports the 
current efforts related to enhancing the diversity of employees and clarifying career planning and pathways, 
and encourages additional effort and support in this realm. 

The pandemic only increased the importance of digital communication. The use of collaboration hubs and 
messaging platforms (e.g., Slack, Teams) is more prevalent in the organization. The task force urges additional 
efforts be placed on professional development for staff in this realm.

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/professionaldevelopment/vice-president-extension-and-outreach-tuition-assistance-program
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Theme 6
Define consistent, stable, and geographic teams across program and service units to allow for 
face-to-face interactions and effective communication pathways, and to deepen relationships.

ASSESSMENT
Develop consistent teams across units for implementation across the state.

• The most visual change is the redrawing of regional lines that occurred in July 2020. Regions increased from 
20 to 27, forming mostly four-county configurations. The newly defined regions created difficult decisions for 
units to address while managing factors of where specialists lived and designing reasonable areas for them 
to serve. Consistent, stable, and geographic teams have not been entirely accomplished, although changes 
have taken place. 4-H, Human Sciences, and Advancement made major modifications to allow for these new 
defined regional teams. Community and Economic Development and Agriculture and Natural Resources did 
not realign to the new regional system. 

Implement transparency in the use of listservs.

• Use of listservs has become more transparent, and invitations to take part in listservs have increased. 
Listservs provide ways for staff to connect despite geography. 

OUTCOME
While major changes did occur that moved the organization in the direction of consistent, stable, and 
geographic teams, some regions have been dissected and service to them may need to be reexamined.

The task force recognizes that there are some differences to how the listservs and lists are technically created 
and managed, but to staff, they function nearly identically; a single catalog of the listservs and lists with 
short descriptions of their purposes and how to join would be valuable. The task force recommends action be 
completed to create a single location for all the listservs and mailing lists. 

Assessment: Recommendations beyond the themes
The task force has concluded that none of the “Recommendations beyond the themes” need to be 
operationalized. The 2018 survey data do not require further data mining. However, periodic climate and 
communication surveys have proven to be useful in prioritizing critical communication functions, employee 
satisfaction, and overall system function. The repeated references to the task force report, recommendations, 
and themes helped staff realize they were being heard and allowed leadership groups to address key concerns 
and dig deeper in more effective ways. 

Summary
Iowa State University Extension and Outreach is a different system and workplace today when compared 
with April 2018. It is so different that one of the main challenges of the task force was to evaluate progress 
of the recommendations by always placing the current assessment within the original situational context. 
For example, task force members started to engage in a lengthy discussion about Second Monday Live, and 
ways it could be improved. However, the original recommendation was to “implement listening sessions or 
office hours with the leadership team.” In this instance, task force members worked to remember that when 
the recommendation was written, no method or system that answered this concept existed. Although task 
force members see opportunities to strengthen and change Second Monday Live to be more in alignment with 
the original intent, we ultimately concluded that this recommendation had been successfully implemented. 
This insight continued as a theme when members evaluated all the recommendations. Many items have been 

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/listsearch/
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implemented successfully, or are in progress, and there is much to celebrate. There are also recommendations 
that have not been fully implemented, and the system would benefit from taking further action on these 
recommendations, as outlined in the “outcome” sections of this report. These include:

• Prioritizing onboarding/professional development of council members. 

• Providing U-bill training.

• Enhancing diversity of employees and clarifying career planning and pathways.

• Providing professional development related to email (digital) etiquette.

• Developing consistent teams across units for implementation across the state.

• Implementing transparency in the use of listservs.

Finally, as in so many “big issues,” there are always opportunities to improve, to strengthen, and to excel. 
As a collective, the task force members are pleased to congratulate all individuals within the ISU Extension 
and Outreach system on their hard work, dedication, and achievements related to improving internal 
communication so that we all can better serve Iowans and fulfill our mission.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. For the full non-discrimination statement or accommodation 
inquiries, go to www.extension.iastate.edu/diversity/ext. | ADV 21.47. October 2021.

http://www.extension.iastate.edu/diversity/ext

